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As we proceed into this year, we hope you are
healthy and safe. TrEST Research Park has had an
exciting year so far, despite the unfortunate
global pandemic scenario. Our aim has been to
promote the partnership between academics and
industry. This gap in exposure and experience
building is exactly what has been lacking in the
stream of academics. Every year, universities
produce graduates whose fresh minds seek to
build their knowledge by gaining hands-on
experience. But a very conventional approach
towards research leaves many of our bright
students to fend for themselves in the path of
learning. TrEST Research Park, acting as a bridge
that brings together a platform for research
based problem solving, where students meet
MNC and reputed institutions, is the first step
towards rewriting this approach. This year, we
invested in projects that focus on innovation in
electric vehicles and RISC-V processors. Located
within the campus of CET, the Park and the
projects have had a significant impact on the
student community. With increasing facilities that
cater to the holistic growth of a student’s mind,
along with that of industrial enterprises, TrEST
Research Park has made groundbreaking
progress in aiding faculty and students. Our vision
for the future is to create better research
facilities and opportunities that would place our
institutions and students at the top of any ranking
and create wealth in society.With many more
milestones to achieve, TrEST Research Park
prepares itself to create an environment under
the able leadership of Dr. Jayashankar Prasad, for
innovation,
creativity
and
excellence
in
interdisciplinary research. Keeping this in mind,
we welcome the future; we open our gates to
nurture our goals and to achieve them
organically.

Visit: https://trestpark.org/

Electronic Research Center
Today, the EV industry is dependent on processor and
controller chips for IC engines and so have obsolescence
risks, and also not optimal for EV needs like switching
performance, power efficiency. There is a strong need for
open architecture processor chips for EV needs, with
product lifetime controlled by EV central architecture.
At TrEST teams are working to build a Central Hardware
and Software architecture with room for customization by
OEMs with EV software libraries (EV-SDK), hardware
system on modules (SOMs) and reference design kits
(RDKs) for EV applications., integrate the power and
microelectronics for Charging and Motor Controller,
develop a home grown EV System-on-Chip (SOC) based
on RISC-V ISA to meet automotive electronics functional
safety and reliability goals as per global and Indian
standards.
continued on next page....

Proposed TrEST Park Building

Since inception 2012, TrEST Park was functioning in
limited space in Kerala Technical University building at
Kulathoor. But to boost up the research activities TrEST
Park shifted to a rented building with 20,000 sq.ft area
adjacent to CET campus and Honorable Minister for
Higher Education inaugurated the furnished space on
24th January 2019. In the meantime TrEST Park initiated
actions to scale up its operations and a permanent
Research Park campus is being set up adjacent to CET
campus in Trivandrum, in 40,000 sq.ft space in the first
phase, to be expanded to 1.2 lakh sqft on completion of
third phase.
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Faculty Members Associating with RISC V Project
A. RISC V Core Team

Dr. Shajahan E.S, (ECE)

Prof. Lalu V(ECE)

B. RISC-V Tool Chain Team

Dr. Ajeesh Ramanujam (CSE) Prof. Vipin Vasu (CSE)

Dr. Sangeetha Gopan,
(ECE)

Prof. Thara R.J (CSE)

C. RISC-V Electric Vehicles Team

Dr. N. Mayadevi (EEE)

Dr. Mini V.P (EEE)

Dr. Harikumar R. (EEE)

Prof. Gijy P.G, (ECE)

Prof. John Prakash Jose,
(EEE)

Prof. Saina Deepthi (EEE)

The Electronic Research Centre of TrEST has initiated a project to develop the EVs with the Reduced Instruction
Set Computing (RISC-V) core. There are five dedicated teams comprised of teaching faculty, research scholars,
students and Junior Research Fellows to meet the objective viz Risc-V core team, SOC verification team, SoC/core
RTL analysis team, Risc-V tool chain team and Electric vehicle application team
The RISC-V core team is working on PULPissimo RISC-V core verification based on verilator simulator. It has
successfully established a verification environment which will enable them to code in C language and port it into
RISC-V Verilog simulations based on enhancement verification methodology. SoC verification team is working on
the PULPissimo SoC (system on chip) using the verilator simulator. RISC-V tool-chain team has added a new
instruction to the Industry standard architecture (ISA) compiler and successfully tested it. Currently they are
working on PULPissimo GCC (GNU compiler collection) tool chain.Electric Vehicle Applications team are working
on motor control area and charging. They have developing an EV with dedicated PID, IO and other SoC
components. A draft requirement specification is in progress. The design is conducted by the RISC-V Team.

Training Series on Microchip Design
Around 62 students are participating in Training Series on
Microchip Design. Even though, the pandemic, COVID-19
disrupted the classes at College of Engineering
Trivandrum, but the program is continuing through the
YouTube channel, TrESTeSchool.

Visit: https://trestpark.org/
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BEL identifies TrEST
Park as R&D Consultant
TrEST Park has been identified as the R&D
Consultant for Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) in
the technology areas of Energy and Renewable
Energy. As per our current application, based on
the requirement that will be put forth by BEL, an
MoU will be signed before the initiation of any
project. In the future, as TrEst builds its capability
areas, with new emerging technologies, more
collaborations can be worked out on application.
Collaborating with BEL on a contractual basis for
projects related to technology areas, TrEST
Research Park is blessed with another golden
opportunity to expand its horizons.

K-DISC forms EV Consortium
K-DISC forms an EV consortium with TTPL, VSSC,
CDAC, TrEST Research Park and Space Park together
that can leverage the mineral wealth of the sands of
Kerala and propel the manufacturing aspirations of
the state. The activities of the consortium are planned
in a phased manner where, during the initial phase
the consortium partners will engage in manufacture
and research of battery components and electric
drives. In the later phase, it is planned to leverage the
research and start manufacturing battery cells and
drivetrains and its allied components.

The consortium proposes to utilize the funds from the
State and Central Government agencies and also tap
into the investor base in the State. Projects. Included
in this is a Drivetrain R&D Programme, Open
Architecture and Lean Electronics for EV and a Mini
Data Centre.

2) Hardware In Loop Lab (HILS Lab)
The EV Testing lab is proposed to be set up in four
phases namely, Signal level, power level (2/3 Wheeler),
power level (4 Wheeler) and Training & Support.
Researchers and students will be able to use the
facility as soon as the commissioning of first phase is
over. It was clearly stated that the activities of the lab
shall be aligned with academics of Department of
Electronics & Electrical Engineering. Centre of
Excellence in Electric Vehicles may pave way for
starting and M.Tech. program on Electric Vehicles in
future. Government authorised TrEST park as the
implementing agency for setting up of HILS lab in CET
in consultation with industry experts and faculty of
CET.

Partnership with Tata ELXSI and
National Instruments

The EV Testing lab is proposed to be set up in four
phases namely, Signal level, power level (2/3 Wheeler),
power level (4 Wheeler) and Training & Support. TrEST
Park is authorized by Government as the
implementing agency for setting up of HILS lab in CET
in consultation with industry experts and faculty of
CET.
The Lab is expected to have capabilities in par with
Tata Elxsi. NABL accreditation may have an edge over
other testing competitors.

Visit: https://trestpark.org/
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NI is collaborating with TrEST to enable CET to apply
for research funding on next generation automotive
applications from SERB, DST, MHRD, MeitY etc. NI
have also shown their interest to set up HILS lab in
CET in collaboration with TrEST.

MoU with M/S Altair Engineering and
M/s ThinkCogent

M/s. Think Cogent is a value added reseller of Altair
and proposes to supply Altair Simulation driven
Design Solutions for EVs. Their proposal involves
purchase of Research license of the software on
Altair Hyperworks.
They have identified three projects in the domains
NVH – Development of Artificial Sound Synthesis
for EV
Optimization – Light weighting solutions for EV
Crash – Crash impact simulations of battery
system.
M/s ThinkCogent will execute the projects and shall
occupy a space in TrEST Park.
They will place three resource persons (one
experienced in said domains and two interns
identified by TrEST Park) to execute the projects.

Electric Vehicle Centre of Excellence
Projects in Progress
1. Rare earth magnet free motor with drive for 3
wheeler application and its retrofitment
2. Power dense induction motor design with heat
pipe based cooling system
3. Maximum Torque per Ampere along with FOC for
range extension of EV
4. Liquid cooled inverter complying with CISPR 25
standards
5. Battery management system for Li Ion and Lead
acid battery

Visit: https://trestpark.org/

Facilities Available AT TrEST
Two conference halls and three discussion
rooms
Workstations with LAN facility
100 % power backup
Ample parking space.
Leveraging the high standard technological
capabilities of CET.
ANSYS, a comprehensive software suite that
spans the entire range of physics, providing
access to virtually any ﬁeld of engineering
simulation that a design process requires.
Cadence, helps customers develop
diﬀerentiated products—from chips to
boards to systems—in mobile, consumer,
cloud datacentre, automotive, aerospace,
IoT, industrial and other market segments.
Software deﬁned Mini data centre with
customizable server, storage, virtualized
GPU support which shares virtual GPU
instance, virtualized FPGA support, which
shares FPGA engines instance.
Altair Hyperworks, the most comprehensive
open-architecture simulation platform,
oﬀering best-in-class technologies to design
and optimize high performance, eﬃcient
and innovative products.
Simulink, a MATLAB based graphical
programming environment for modelling,
simulating and analysing multi domain
dynamical systems.
Solidworks (in pipeline), a very productive
3D CAD software tool, AutoCAD.
Altium, PCB design software, PCB
component and data management
software.

CONTACT US
Address : TC-4/2322, GEM Building, Opposite CET,
College of Engineering Trivandrum, Kerala
State695016
Mail Id: trestpark@kerala.gov.in
Land Number : 0471-2598555
Mob Number : 7902809273
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